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Alliance will push victims bill in Assembly after
Paisley and McGuinness debacle
1.14.00pm BST (GMT +0100) Tue 22nd Apr 2008

Following yet another
Paisley and McGuinness
fiasco in the Assembly
today, Alliance has
announced they will try to
deliver the Victims'
Commission bill
independently of OFMDFM.
Party Deputy Leader
Naomi Long MLA has
claimed that today's latest
snub to victims shows that
Paisley and McGuinness
are incapable,
irresponsible and
thoroughly incoherent.
Naomi Long said: "Paisley
and McGuinness have
today snubbed the
Assembly, further
Alliance Deputy Leader Naomi Long MLA
frustrated the Commission
they created, and more
importantly have delivered a gross insult to victims.
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"This is yet another shameful episode in the Victims Commission saga and instead
of delivering for victims as promised, they have delivered nothing but chaos and
uncertainty. They made a mess of this issue and are now running scared from
dealing with their own mess.

We respect your right to privacy.

"The Alliance Party takes its responsibility to victims seriously and we now intend
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to take the Victims' Commission bill through the Assembly ourselves. We have
tabled an amended version of the bill today. OFMDFM have created this crisis, but
we are determined to do everything we can to resolve it.
"It would appear on this occasion that the blame lies with Sinn Fein, but we will do
all in our power to stop them blocking help for victims and survivors.
"People will now be questioning whether Paisley and McGuinness are capable of
running Northern Ireland when they are clearly not capable of delivery on this
important issue."
ENDS
Print this news story.
Previous news story: Sign up to Schengen says Alliance (Tue 22nd Apr 2008).
Next news story: Lynch condemns North Belfast knifepoint robbery (Wed 23rd Apr
2008).
Related News Stories:
Thu 17th Apr 2008:
Paisley and McGuinness must stop delaying and heed advice on Victims'
Commissioners.
Tue 8th Apr 2008:
Paisley and McGuinness fail victims again - Long .
Wed 12th Dec 2007:
Long launches stinging attack on Paisley for his despicable comments on Victims'
post.
Mon 3rd Dec 2007:
Alliance Leader wishes Paisley and McGuinness good luck for US trip.
Wed 30th May 2007:
Alliance launches attack on Paisley Jnr over offensive remarks.
Mon 15th Jan 2007:
Alliance Leader calls for Paisley-Adams face-to-face talks to resolve difficulties.
Thu 21st Sep 2006:
Alliance welcomes opportunity for Assembly to discuss victims and equality
matters.
Thu 24th Aug 2006:
Alliance rejects Government's push for water privatisation.
Fri 28th Jul 2006:
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Push IRA on all Issues - Alliance.
Tue 9th Mar 2004:
Alliance to push for early IMC report.
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